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Name ________________________________________

Homophones
Worksheet 1

Complete the following sentences by writing the correct homophone on the line.
1. Jill and Julie _______________ chocolate chip cookies.
(made, maid)
2. _______________ going to enter the cookies in a contest.
(Their, They’re)
3. It took the judges over an _______________ to pick the best cookie.
(hour, our)
4. The girls _______________ a blue ribbon for their cookies.
(one, won)
5. I asked Jill to _______________ down the recipe for me.
(right, write)
6. We _______________ some delicious cookies today!
(ate, eight)
7. The _______________ friends are in the school play.
(for, four)
8. They practice their lines together every _______________ .
(knight, night)
9. None of them has ever _______________ a rehearsal.
(mist, missed)
10. I will _______________ tickets to the play.
(cell, sell)
11. I’m sure the play will receive lots of _______________ .
(praise, preys)
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Homophones
Worksheet 1

Complete the following sentences by writing the correct homophone on the line.
1. Jill and Julie __made____ chocolate chip cookies.
(made, maid)
2. __They’re_______ going to enter the cookies in a contest.
(Their, They’re)
3. It took the judges over an __hour________ to pick the best cookie.
(hour, our)
4. The girls ___won_________ a blue ribbon for their cookies.
(one, won)
5. I asked Jill to __write________ down the recipe for me.
(right, write)
6. We ____ate________ some delicious cookies today!
(ate, eight)
7. The ___four________ friends are in the school play.
(for, four)
8. They practice their lines together every _____night_____ .
(knight, night)
9. None of them has ever __missed______ a rehearsal.
(mist, missed)
10. I will ___sell________ tickets to the play.
(cell, sell)
11. I’m sure the play will receive lots of ____praise______ .
(praise, preys)
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